




























ment, both horizontally and vertically, but also stimulated 

broad-scale civic action. Michael E. McGerr's book The Decline 

of Popular Politics documents the importance of political parties 

in America from the 1830s through the early 1890s. In this 

period of strong partisanship, we can clearly see the existence of 

a strong civic republican tradition. While citizens voted at high 

rates during this period, they took a more active role as well; it 

was generally believed that the populace had to confer symbolic 

approval of convention nominations: "When the national 

conventions chose the presidential candidates, local party 

members 'ratified' the ticket with speeches, parades, bell-ringing, 

and cannon fire."" Citizens participated in "pole raisings" which 

"celebrated the significance of the people." 14 Thus, American 

popular politics may be placed within a broader context of a 

civic republicanism in which citizens are created through partici

pation in civic practices. 

Focusing on the American north, McGerr portrays the 

nineteenth century as a period characterized by high levels of 

civic action including, but not limited to, high rates of voting. 

The two political parties stimulated political participation and 

fostered a strong sense of partisanship in citizens through the 

publication of party newspapers and the organization of what 

McGerr calls "spectacular politics." Beginning in the 1820s and 

1830s and reaching their height after the Civil War, spectacular 

politics occurred around political, usually presidential, 

campaigns which included "spectacular displays of exuberant 

partisanship. Through participation in torchlight parades, mass 

rallies, and campaign clubs and marching companies, men gave 

expression to the partisan outlook of the newspaper press." 

Through the sponsorship of spectacular campaigns, which were 

then organized at the local level, the national political parties 

created "an intense, enveloping partisan experience" and one in 

which entire communities participated. 

• 

From McGerr's description of nineteenth-century civil 

society, we can discern the existence of high levels of civic 

deliberation. That is, we can assume, given the centrality of party 

newspapers, partisan issues, and political speeches in this era of 

spectacular politics, that individuals throughout the community 

























































professional politics - really institute the changes they desired.89 

As Skowronek argues, although the demand for a strong, nation

al state clearly emerged during the last quarter of the nineteenth 

century - a demand produced, I have argued, not only by the 

problems of industrialization, but also by white, middle-class 

fear of an increasingly heterogeneous public - it was not until 

1900 that the state-building process began. And even then it 

progressed in fits and starts. 90 Prior to Republican dominance at 

the federal level, intense party competition precluded the 

possibility of institutional innovation. There was too much to 

lose, and the "state of courts and parties" stood in the way of 

change: "The creation of more centralized, stable, and function

ally specific institutional connections between state and society 

was impeded by the tenacity of this highly mobilized, highly 

competitive, and locally oriented party democracy."')! Until the 

end of the nineteenth century, the existence of strong, competi

tive, political parties prevented the emergence of the "profession

al politics paradigm" that would shut out the public and lead to 

the erosion of civil society with its civic republican traditions of 

substantive citizenship produced through civic action. 

Not only did the demand for a strong state grow in part out 

of fear of an increasingly heterogeneous public; moreover, the 

Republican dominance that allowed for American state-building 

was consolidated through white, middle-class fear and bigotry as 

well: 

• 

Though it was not immediately noticed, the mature and 

victorious [Republican] party of business had muted almost 

completely the egalitarian ideas that had fortified the party's 

early abolitionist impulses; the party of "peace, progress, 

patriotism and prosperity" had become not only anti-Irish, 

but anti-Catholic and antiforeign generally .... The assertive 

party of business that consolidated itself in the process of 

repelling "Bryanism" in 1896 was, in a cultural sense, the 

most self-consciously exclusive party the nation had ever 

experienced. It was white, Protestant, and Yankee. It solicit

ed the votes of all nonwhite, non-Protestant, or non-Yankee 

voters who willingly acquiesced in the new cultural norms 

that described gentility within the emerging Progressive 
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